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Abstract: The main recent change observed in the field of critical patient infection has been universal
awareness of the need to make better use of antimicrobials, especially for the most serious cases,
beyond the application of simple and effective formulas or rigid protocols. The increase in resistant
microorganisms, the quantitative increase in major surgeries and interventional procedures in the
highest risk patients, and the appearance of a significant number of new antibiotics in recent years
(some very specifically directed against certain mechanisms of resistance and others with a broader
spectrum of applications) have led us to shift our questions from “what to deal with” to “how to
treat”. There has been controversy about how best to approach antibiotic treatment of complex cases
of sepsis. The individualized and adjusted dosage, the moment of its administration, the objective,
and the selection of the regimen are pointed out as factors of special relevance in a critically ill patient
where the frequency of resistant microorganisms, especially among the Enterobacterales group, and
the emergence of multiple and diverse antibiotic treatment alternatives have made the appropriate
choice of antibiotic treatment more complex, requiring a constant updating of knowledge and the
creation of multidisciplinary teams to confront new infections that are difficult to treat. In this article,
we have reviewed the phenomenon of the emergence of resistance to antibacterials and we have
tried to share some of the ideas, such as stewardship, sparing carbapenems, and organizational,
microbiological, pharmacological, and knowledge tools, that we have considered most useful and
effective for individualized decision making that takes into account the current context of multidrug
resistance. The greatest challenge, therefore, of decision making in this context lies in determining an
effective, optimal, and balanced empirical antibiotic treatment.

Keywords: Antimicrobial Stewardship; sparing carbapenems; new antibiotics; antimicrobial
resistance; individualization; antibiotic treatment; sepsis; septic shock; Gram negatives

1. Introduction

The main recent change observed in the field of critical patient infection has been the
universal awareness of the need to make better use of antimicrobials, especially in the most
seriously ill patients, beyond the application of simple formulas and rigid protocols. The
increase in resistant microorganisms and the quantitative increase in major surgeries and
interventional procedures in the most high-risk patients, together with the appearance of
a significant number of new antibiotics in recent years, have led us to shift our questions
from “what to treat?” to “how to treat?” [1].

There is some controversy regarding how best to approach antibiotic treatment in
these cases. Individualized and adjusted dosing, the timing of its administration, and
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the selection of the regimen are pointed out as factors of importance in outcomes in
critically ill patients [2]. The frequency of resistant microorganisms, especially among
the Enterobacteral group, together with the appearance of multiple and diverse antibiotic
treatment alternatives have made the appropriate choice of treatment more complex,
demanding a constant updating of knowledge and the creation of multidisciplinary teams
to confront new infections that are difficult to treat [3].

In this article, we will review the phenomenon of the emergence of antibacterial
resistance and try to share some of the ideas and organizational, microbiological, pharmaco-
logical, and knowledge tools that we consider most useful and effective for individualized
decision making that considers the current context of multidrug resistance. The greatest
challenge, therefore, of decision making in this context lies in determining an effective,
optimal, and balanced empirical antibiotic treatment.

2. The Current Problem of Antimicrobial Resistance

Antimicrobial resistance is currently one of the greatest challenges in the treatment of
critically ill patients. One of the main causes of antimicrobial resistance is the irresponsible
use and overuse of antibiotics in livestock, agriculture, the food system, and the health
system. This conclusion has been promoted by the One Health initiative created by the
World Health Organization (WHO) (https://www.who.int/europe/initiatives/one-health
(accessed on 15 January 2024)), in which antimicrobial resistance is considered the most
relevant public health emergency [4,5]. In 2019, the number of deaths associated with
antimicrobial resistance was estimated to be 4.95 million globally, of which a total of
1.27 million were directly attributed to antimicrobial resistance, and it is estimated that
10 million deaths could be reached by 2050. While the incidence of antimicrobial resistance
among Gram-positive bacteria (GPB) appears to be stabilizing, or even decreasing, accord-
ing to a recent study conducted on patients with bacteremia, the incidence of resistance to
Gram-negative bacteria (GNB) is increasing and is currently responsible for the majority of
cases and deaths attributable to antimicrobial resistance [6].

However, the fact that the existence of an infection caused by a multidrug-resistant
bacterium increases mortality is controversial. The effect of multidrug resistance on costs
and length of hospital stay seems clear, but a strict causal effect on mortality, despite a clear
association, is debatable. The existence of uncontrolled confounding factors may have led
to the determination of such an association in published studies. Among these factors,
we can highlight that although multidrug resistance can be accompanied by therapeutic
failure, in some cases there is no such failure. However, the use of higher doses and longer
treatment times is associated with the appearance of more adverse effects, and there is
also a higher prevalence of colonization and infections by multidrug-resistant patients
in elderly, frail, and immunocompromised patients, which can lead to more treatment
limitation decisions in intensive care units (ICUs) [7].

These pieces of data make antimicrobial resistance a major problem that requires a
coordinated global action plan. The WHO has established a Global Action Plan for the Man-
agement of Antibiotic Resistance (GAP-AMR) and the creation of a Global Antimicrobial
Resistance and Use Surveillance System to achieve the objectives of the program.

Among the superbugs that we have been facing for some years now, the current
concern, as previously mentioned, is focused on resistant GNB grouped together with
some problematic GPB under the acronym ESKAPE: vancomycin-resistant enterococ-
cus, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), ESBL-producing and carbapenem-
resistant Enterobacterales (represented in the acronym by K. pneumoniae, although E. coli,
due to its frequency of occurrence, continues to be a determining factor in mortality),
Acinetobacter baumannii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Enterobacter spp. [8,9].

Therefore, globally, we face the challenge of treating superbugs, and their prevalence
within ICUs is difficult to establish [9]. To standardize the terminology, in 2012, multidrug
resistance (MDR) was defined as acquired nonsusceptibility to at least one drug in three
or more categories, extensive resistance was defined as nonsusceptibility to at least one
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drug in all but two or fewer categories, and pan resistance was defined as nonsusceptibility
to all agents in all categories [10]. Risk factors for multidrug resistance often coexist in
critically ill patients and even more so in the perioperative context, where the host response
may be devalued by impaired depressed immune function, acute disease, or underlying
comorbidities [11].

The main individual risk factors are previous exposure to antibiotics in the last
90 days, hospitalization in the previous 3 months, prolonged current hospitalization greater
than 5 days, the presence of invasive devices, and previous colonization or infection by
multidrug-resistant drugs. A local epidemiology with high rates of multidrug resistance is
an important risk factor that needs to be taken into account [12]. The severity of the illness
as a risk factor for multidrug resistance is controversial although the presence of septic
shock is a recognized risk factor for multidrug-resistant pneumonia in nosocomial pneumo-
nia and ventilator-associated pneumonia in both European and American guidelines [13].
In a recent multicenter study that included 2621 critically ill patients with intra-abdominal
infection, there were no differences in the incidence of multidrug resistance between groups
of patients with infections with or without sepsis and those with septic shock [14].

Strategies aimed at controlling antimicrobial resistance can be divided into five types:

1. Nosocomial and socio-sanitary infection prevention programs and community infec-
tion prevention programs based on hygiene and water management;

2. Vaccination as a method of preventing infection and limiting the use of antibiotics;
3. Reduction in the use of antibiotics for non-medical use;
4. Increased investment for the development of new antibiotics;
5. Minimizing the use of antibiotics for the treatment of infections in humans when

they are not needed. It is this last point that has been promoted by the Antimicrobial
Stewardship (AMS) concept.

3. Antimicrobial Stewardship (AMS)

The goal of AMS is the correct and effective administration of antibiotics, thus min-
imizing the emergence of resistance, ensuring sustainable use by optimizing the use of
antimicrobials in empirical treatment, and refining targeted treatment [15]. However, in
a broad sense, what this type of program should pursue is the creation of a “culture of
infection” led by a few people who exercise such leadership in a non-coercive way and who
decisively influence the rapid diagnosis and correct prescription of antimicrobials based
on continuous training and equipment. With a multidisciplinary operating philosophy,
this program is not limited to the creation of protocols or to the members of the unit. The
existing recommendations regarding who should be part of the responsible group advise
that the group should be made up of experts or those more specialized in infection within
the ICU, microbiologists with a special vocation for the critically ill patient, and, optionally
and according to the hospital’s model, pharmacologists and doctors with special dedication
to infection regardless of their specialty [16].

In short, AMS programs thus acquire the meaning of “taking responsibility for what one
is not directly responsible for” and have been shown to improve the outcomes of critically
ill patients with sepsis, reduce the emergence of resistance in ICUs and in the hospital,
significantly reduce errors and side effects, and control, in the best sense, costs [17–19].

The European Society of Intensive Care (ESICM) has created a very interesting educa-
tional platform led by Jan de Waele and Maurizio Cecconi for training in the creation and
development of AMS (https://www.esicm.org/education/educational-initiatives/quality-
improvement-antimicrobial-stewardship/ (accessed on 15 January 2024)).

The implementation of an AMS program begins by identifying the barriers that prevent
an adequate management of infection in a process of continuous improvement and seeking
alliances with microbiology services, sepsis code groups, and others.

In this sense, sepsis code programs (performance improvement programs in sepsis)
have proven their effectiveness in reducing mortality and are another example of the impor-
tance of the “how” over the “why” [20,21]. They have been encouraged by the guidelines
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of the Surviving Sepsis Campaign (SSC) [22] and include a set of clinical, organizational,
analytical, and microbiological tools that, together with intense training and cognitive aids,
have the mission of improving the outcomes of patients with sepsis, prioritizing their care
and refining their treatment [23]. These programs’ focus is limited to the first 24–36 h of
care for patients with sepsis and septic shock, and their philosophy includes optimization
and continuous improvement in empirical antibiotic treatment. There are more and more
alliances between these types of models and AMS programs since the patients with the
most pressing antibiotic prescriptions are patients with sepsis, and they require frequent
re-evaluations, after the first 36–48 h, to de-escalate, escalate, or change their treatments.

To this end, it is essential to know the local resistance patterns using local guidelines
and those published by experts and scientific societies as cognitive aids in order to have
solid knowledge of microbiology that allows communication with the experts in our
hospital and that allows us to improve the pharmacokinetic aspects of administration, to
consider possible drug allergies, and to promote educational initiatives aimed at a better
use of antibiotics. In the following sections, we will present some of these initiatives, review
the most useful classic concepts, and suggest other more innovative and avant-garde
aspects [16].

3.1. Start Smart

This model of approach to severe infection in critically ill patients encompasses both
the optimization of diagnosis and the form of administration and de-escalation strategies,
all under the umbrella of AMS programs. In this context, the existence of new biomarkers
and rapid microbiological techniques is a key element in this new approach.

3.2. Start Smart and then Focus

A few years ago, the government of the United Kingdom promoted the slogan
“Start Smart and then focus” (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/antimicrobial-
stewardship-start-smart-then-focus) (accessed on 17 January 2024), and we believe that
this slogan can be a good model for an approach to the antibiotic treatment of sepsis since
the intelligent administration of antibiotics is closely related to a personalized approach,
which does not deal with the treatment of all very serious cases in the same way, e.g., a
patient in a situation of shock and with a high bacterial load (in which the slogan is “hit fast
and strong!”) will not be treated in the same manner as a less severe case who presents a
moderate suspicion of infection, even when both may be admitted to the ICU for similar
reasons [24].

Key takeaways from a smart start to antimicrobial therapy include

• Only start antimicrobial therapy if there is clear suspicion or evidence of infection;
• Have a complete history of drug allergies and other patient considerations;
• Initiate early and effective treatment in patients with sepsis and/or life-threatening

infections;
• Avoid the widespread use of broad-spectrum antibiotics, without paying attention to

accompanying clinical symptoms, when treating any suspected infection;
• Be up-to-date and always keep in mind the local microbiology and the patterns of

resistance prevalent in the unit, the hospital, and the environment;
• Obtain cultures before starting therapy when possible, taking into account that treat-

ment should not be too greatly delayed;
• In critically ill patients with septic shock, use the best antimicrobial alternative avail-

able to resolve the infection, in addition to controlling the outbreak whenever feasible,
to reduce the bacterial load as soon as possible [24].

Finally, and as one of the clearest and firmest precepts of “start smart”, it is necessary to
ensure that all decisions related to infection are documented in the medical record because,
very often, treatments are maintained unnecessarily because clinicians do not have the
information about the reason for starting these antibiotics nor when they were started
and how long it was planned to continue with them. The situation is aggravated when a
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patient’s care is passed from one doctor to another in successive work shifts. Therefore, it is
recommended to include in the record the name of the antibiotic and its dose, the reason
for the indication, the severity of the disease, the estimated duration of treatment, and the
next review date.

3.3. “. . . And Then Focus”: What Does This Consist of

The second part of this motto reminds us of the imperative need to review the clin-
ical diagnosis and consider the possibility of changing, de-escalating, or even escalating
treatment. Thanks to current advances in rapid microbiological diagnosis, this review may
be possible in less than 48 h, allowing decisions to be made about the need to continue
antibiotic treatment with the same or other antibiotics, and at what dose, and to document
a clear plan of action on the decision to prescribe these antibiotics [25]. Every day, it is
necessary to question whether the antibiotic is adequate, whether the dose is optimal, and
whether the patient needs it [26].

The Challenge of Treating Superbugs: What to Think About if Antibiotic Treatment
Fails

• Delay in administration;
• Inappropriate spectrum of activity;
• Inadequate blood levels or inadequate penetration into the focus of the infection;
• Presence of antibiotic neutralizers and/or antagonists;
• Presence of superbugs;
• Presence of a superinfection;
• Non-infectious source of fever;
• The focus of the infection has not been properly controlled.

4. Microbiology: Key Concepts in Sepsis

The role of microbiology in sepsis is key and requires clinicians to have solid microbio-
logical notions that allow them to correctly understand information. We will briefly review
some points of knowledge that we consider essential in their daily application to achieve
an improvement in results [27,28].

4.1. Specimens and Diagnostic Techniques

A good microbiological diagnosis must begin with a good choice of the sample pro-
vided to the laboratory; this sample should be representative of the suspected infection and
its processing should observe correct standards of collection, shipment, documentation,
and storage. Microbiological culture continues to be the reference method as it not only
makes it possible to characterize the germs causing the infection but also allows the relevant
antimicrobial susceptibility tests to be carried out on the sample. However, the need to
obtain results quickly and technological advances have led to the development of molecular
techniques that are revolutionizing microbiological diagnostics [29].

Among the rapid techniques, two currently stand out:

- MALDI-TOF (matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization–time of flight): a technique
based on mass spectrometry. MALDI-TOF currently allows the identification of
microorganisms in less than 30 min (previously, it took up to 18 h) through the analysis
of their protein profile. It is perhaps the most widespread rapid technique [30].

- RT-PCR (real-time polymerase chain reaction): a molecular technique that allows the
direct identification of germs from the sample.

Other molecular techniques available seem to be less widespread today due to their
high cost [30], and point-of-care (POC) rapid microbiological diagnostic systems are becom-
ing increasingly common in ICUs [31].
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4.2. Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC)

When performing an in vitro antibiotic susceptibility technique, the main objective
is to predict whether a patient with an infection by a certain germ can be treated with an
antimicrobial or if another option should be chosen.

Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) is defined as the lowest concentration of an
antimicrobial that inhibits the growth of a microorganism after incubation. MIC, therefore,
is crucial to be able to confirm the resistance of microorganisms to an antimicrobial agent
as well as to monitor the activity of new antimicrobial agents [32].

Classically, we know that there are both time-dependent and concentration-dependent
antibiotics. Time-dependent antibiotics are considered adequate to treat an infection caused
by a bacterium when, administered in doses considered therapeutic (i.e., non-toxic), they
reach a plasma concentration at the site of infection at least four times higher than the
MIC most of the time. Concentration-dependent antibiotics are those that are considered
adequate to treat an infection when they reach a peak concentration 10–12 times above the
MIC value.

For the interpretation of susceptibility tests, the European Committee on Antimicrobial
Susceptibility Testing (EUCAST) defined the following categories since 2019 [33]:

S: sensitive. Thus, a bacterium that is inhibited in vitro by a concentration of the
antimicrobial is associated with a high probability of therapeutic success.

I: (formerly intermediate) sensitive with increasing exposure. In this case, the microor-
ganism is sensitive when exposure to the antibiotic is increased; therefore, there is a high
probability of therapeutic success because exposure to the agent is increased by adjustment
of the dosage regimen or by its concentration at the site of infection.

A: resistant. The treatment of the microorganism studied for the given antibiotic has a
high probability of therapeutic failure.

To include an antimicrobial in one of these categories, a breakpoint (BP) is required,
which is the MIC that determines inclusion in a specific category. To define these BPs, it is
necessary to carry out a prior study of various parameters, including the officially approved
dosage, the microbiological data of each germ, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
data, as well as certain relevant clinical data, such as the place where the sample was
obtained.

There are different national and international bodies that carry out studies to define BP
(Clinical Laboratory Standard Institute, EUCAST, etc.). Currently, EUCAST determines the
PRs in Europe and publishes their data on an open-access website: http://www.eucast.org
(accessed on 17 January 2024). As microbiological, pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic,
and clinical knowledge advances, the EUCAST periodically reviews the BPs and is able
to observe that a previously sensitive microorganism, presenting the same MIC, can be
defined a year later as having increased sensitivity or even as resistant.

MIC is not only used to determine the concentration of antimicrobial that the patient
will receive but also the type of antimicrobial to be used, allowing for reduction in the
opportunity for microbial resistance to specific antimicrobial agents to develop. This does
not mean that it is necessary to choose antimicrobials that have a lower MIC value, as other
factors, such as the pharmacokinetics of the antimicrobial and the concentration reached at
the site of infection, play a role. However, a lower MIC value induces a higher probability
of achieving the therapeutic target and the possibility of a lower development of toxicity
and resistance mechanisms, especially mutational ones. It is important to note that MIC is
defined for each microorganism with respect to each antibiotic; therefore, strictly speaking,
the fact that one antibiotic has a lower MIC than another for the same microorganism does
not have therapeutic implications. On the other hand, referring to the same antibiotic for
a certain microorganism (e.g., an MIC of 1 µg/mL or 8 µg/mL), despite both possessing
“sensitive” MIC values, will have therapeutic implications. Continuing with the example,
with an MIC of 8 µg/mL, a higher dose of antibiotic will be necessary to achieve the
optimal treatment, which may increase toxicity or imply the need for an extended infusion
treatment to assess a second sensitive antimicrobial to make synergy or, in some cases, it

http://www.eucast.org
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will induce the decision to use another antibiotic despite this other antibiotic having been
classified as “sensitive”, as previously mentioned [33].

4.3. Preventive Concentration of Mutants

Mutant preventive concentration (MPC) is the MIC of the least sensitive mutant among
a heterogeneous bacterial population and represents the lowest antibiotic concentration
that prevents or blocks the emergence of resistant mutants [34].

There is a window of concentrations that prevents the emergence of resistant mutants.
The exposure of a bacterial population to the action of an antimicrobial usually produces a
deleterious effect on it, inhibiting its growth or causing its death. This effect is not always
obvious, either due to the presence of a previous resistance mechanism in it or due to the
emergence of resistant mutants. During antimicrobial administration, selection of resistant
mutants can occur dynamically over time. This is related to the dose of the antimicro-
bial and its frequency, its pharmacokinetics at the site of infection, and the time during
which concentrations equal to or greater than the MPC are reached. Antimicrobials can
be described as having a mutagenic effect and inducing mutations. However, resistant
mutants are found naturally in bacterial populations independently of the presence of
the antimicrobial in the environment. Every bacterial population has, with varying fre-
quency, resistant mutants that coexist with the most susceptible population. Under certain
circumstances, when a bacterial population is subjected to the action of an antimicrobial,
resistant mutants can become dominant by inhibiting the most sensitive fraction, but not
that of resistant mutants. This process is known as resistant mutant selection. In these
cases, the probability of selection of these mutants would be higher with inappropriate
treatments not adjusted to pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic parameters (Pk/Pd). The
possibility of entering the selection window during treatment would be higher, especially
with inadequate dosages [35].

MPC is not strictly a parameter of antimicrobial activity, which would be better
determined by the value of the MIC and its correct interpretation; however, it could be
used as such. Its application to the ability to restrict or decrease the selection of resistant
mutants when antimicrobials are used with Pk/Pd criteria and, therefore, to the possibility
of avoiding associated clinical failure would lead to the assumption that MPC is an activity
parameter. Likewise, the concept has a clear clinical application and helps to define the most
appropriate dose of an antimicrobial, at least from the point of view of mutant selection,
and differentiates between the antimicrobials that should be used in the development of
treatment guidelines and definition of antimicrobial policies [36].

4.4. The Importance of Rectal Exudate

Within the microbiological tests in critically ill patients, we highlight the role that rectal
exudate can play as an effective and high-yield surveillance culture that can determine
which microorganism is potentially causing a serious infection and how to act based on the
results. The result of this test, available in 24–36 h, can be very useful, when the causative
microorganism is not identified, to help one to decide what to designate as the definitive
empiric antibiotic treatment.

Most nosocomial infections are endogenous and originate in the mucosal microbiota.
This endogenous infection occurs due to translocation of the predominant aerobic microor-
ganisms in the intestinal mucosa, and the likelihood of its diagnosis depends on its density
and colonized area. The significant or repeated presence of a GNB in the rectal exudate
implies its overgrowth in the intestinal lumen, and the relationship between intestinal
colonization and the risk of bacteremia, infection by carbapenemase-producing microor-
ganisms, or candidemia, among others has been verified [37]. The composition of the gut
microbiota can change within 72 h of the arrival of a new microorganism or the start of
antibiotic treatment; thus, determining the microorganisms that make up that microbiota
and their sensitivities provides us important indices concerning the possible causes of
infections.
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For this reason, it is recommended to actively search for the presence of MDR in all
patients by obtaining rectal exudate, depending on the system, regardless of whether other
cultures are obtained. This is especially true in patients with septic shock at the time of
admission to the ICU. This process should be carried out at least once a week throughout
their stay [24].

Likewise, upon admission of a patient to the ICU, a “checklist” should be completed
in order to identify those at high risk of being carriers of MDR, especially those resistant to
carbapenems [38]. The checklist should be based on 14 different studies that have identified
risk factors most often associated with the possibility of an individual being a carrier of
MDR:

1. More than 5 days of hospital admission in the previous 3 months;
2. Institutionalized patients;
3. Known MDR colonization or infection;
4. A duration of more than 1 week of antibiotic treatment in the previous 3 months (espe-

cially with third- and fourth-generation cephalosporins, quinolones, or carbapenems);
5. Patients with chronic renal failure undergoing dialysis;
6. Patients with chronic pathology and high incidence of MDR infections (bronchiectasis,

cystic fibrosis, etc.).

5. Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics of Beta-Lactams

Given the scarcity of effective drugs against new strains of resistant drugs, much more
attention has been paid to Pk/Pd, and Pk/Pd has been granted the importance it deserves
when choosing antibiotics and how they are administered [39].

Due to their importance and frequency of use, we will focus on the study of the Pk/Pd
of beta-lactams. These drugs are time-dependent: their antibacterial efficacy is related to
a parameter that contemplates the time when their plasma concentrations are between
four and eight times above the MIC. According to experimental studies and depending on
the stability of each commercial form, it is recommended to administer these drugs in an
extended infusion of between 1 and 4 h or even in continuous infusion, at least when MDR
treatment is considered and is possible due to the stability of the drug.

Although the expected clinical efficacy of this proposal has not been demonstrated,
either due to an absence of effect, insufficient sizes in the comparative studies carried
out, or even due to possible methodological errors, studies as influential as DALI that
demonstrated insufficient exposure [40] and the influence of authorities and societies have
made prolonged infusions of beta-lactams a standard in the ICU [41].

In this regard, it is interesting to comment on the results of a recent randomized
controlled trial (RCT) with apparently contradictory results on this topic. Regarding
meropenem, to date, the administration of a total daily fractionated dose was recommended,
but in an extended infusion of 3–4 h. The RCT “MERCY Trial” has shown that in critically
ill patients with sepsis or septic shock, there were no differences in mortality at 28 days or
in the appearance of resistance between continuous infusion administration of the same
dose of 3 g in 24 h and intermittent administration (1 g every 8 h, administered over
30–60 min). As indicated in the editorial accompanying the study, since infusions do not
cause harm or entail an additional cost, it is difficult for the guidelines to discuss even the
published meta-analyses that indicate a possible decrease in mortality [42]. In fact, the
current consensus recommendations of several societies, while acknowledging a low level
of evidence, continue to suggest the use of prolonged-infusion (PI) beta-lactams versus
short-infusion (SI) beta-lactams in adult patients with severe disease, particularly in cases
of GNB infection [42].

Furthermore, in this sense, there has been interest in the administration of antibiotics
through routes other than intravenous for the treatment of certain infections. This is the
case for aerosolization for the prevention and treatment of respiratory infections related
to intubation, usually associated with intravenous administration. However, the lack of
sufficient RCTs [43], together with the need for specific devices for proper aerosolization,
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means that aerosolization remains a practice not recommended by the American Thoracic
Society (ATS), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), or the European
Society of Clinical and Infectious Diseases (ESCMID) [44–46]. However, in clinical practice,
the indications must be discussed and personalized for each case. Although there is no
quality clinical evidence, there is a large amount of experimental evidence that in frail
patients with severe pneumonia caused by MDR bacteria and at high risk of treatment
failure, nebulized antibiotic therapy may increase the possibility of reaching very high
concentrations of the drug at the site of infection to facilitate therapeutic success, associated
with improved intravenous therapy [47].

Although there is still a lack of evidence for the new beta-lactams with beta-lactamase
inhibitor (BL-BLI), therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) can solve certain problems if we
also remember that it is possible that any antibiotic has the risk of reaching “insufficiently
stable” plasma concentrations during continuous infusion administration. Although PI
administration or extended infusion may reduce this risk somewhat (since it will at least be
easier to achieve sufficient plasma peaks during administration), only TDM can confirm
the achievement of the desired levels [48].

In the absence of this, and thanks to the wide therapeutic margin of beta-lactams, in
critically ill patients with high volumes of distribution and a possible increase in clearance,
we believe that it is preferable to administer the highest recommended doses rather than
favoring an administration in lower doses [49].

6. Allergy to Beta-Lactams

The label of allergy to beta-lactams is often self-imposed by the patients themselves,
and, in a large number of cases, this label is applied due to the appearance of symptoms
that do not even possess an underlying immune mechanism (diarrhea, headache, etc.). It is
estimated that this label has been applied to 15% of the general population and is true in less
than 10% of these cases (therefore, only in approximately 1% of the population) [50,51]. For
this reason, it is important to lay certain foundations that are increasingly necessary so as
not to limit the use of an antibiotic group that is the first line of treatment in many infections
due to its more or less broad spectrum and because it is inexpensive and generates few side
effects for the patient.

Strictly speaking, only immunological reactions mediated by IgE (type I of the Gell
and Coombs classification) are considered true allergies. The presentation of these reactions
is varied and, generally, appear in the first hour following administration of the drug.
Although not all of these reactions are severe, the most severe forms (anaphylaxis and
bronchoconstriction) are life threatening and contraindicate subsequent administration
of the drug that causes them. However, there are other types of immunological reactions
mediated by other different and immunocomplex antibodies (type II and III reactions) or by
T lymphocytes (type IV reactions) that either contraindicate such administration, such as
severe skin syndromes, or may require caution and follow-up in successive administrations
(such as cytopenia).

We now know that beta-lactams generate few cross-reactions between them due to the
beta-lactam ring itself, and most cross-reactions are due to the similarity of the side chains
that are shared between various drugs in the group, which makes such cross-reactions more
frequent between certain beta-lactam compounds (for example, between aminopenicillins
and aminocephalosporins) but not between all of them [52].

The drug challenge or oral test is still the gold standard of diagnosis. However, it
is notable that scientific societies generally consider screening through antecedents and
clinical history to be insufficient [53,54], while many authors require its use in emergency
situations and propose an approach that allows safe and immediate administration in
severe cases where there are no plausible alternatives [55–58].
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7. What Should I Know about Old Antibiotics

An interesting study carried out by the ESCMID Study Group for Antibiotic Policies
in several European countries, the USA, Canada, and Australia showed that drugs such as
cloxacillin or aztreonam were only available in about half of these countries, that not all of
them had colistin, and that only 5 out of a total of 38 possessed colistin for the intravenous
formulation of fosfomycin [59]. However, the emergence of resistance, especially among
GNB, has revived interest in the use of this type of drug with good activity against MDR
germs, a long history of use, and which, according to this study, had been relegated to
the background due to toxicity because the drug has a narrow spectrum or for market
reasons [60].

Among these drugs demonstrating activity against GNB are fosfomycin, colistin, and
cotrimoxazole. All of these have hardly any activity against anaerobes, and their activity
against GPB is variable.

Regarding fosfomycin, there seems to be consensus on its usefulness only as an alter-
native to nitrofurantoin or trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole (TMP-SMX) in uncomplicated
cystitis caused by GNB-producing extended-spectrum beta-lactamases (ESBLs) or car-
bapenemases. In renal parenchyma, it does not reach sufficient concentrations, so it is not
recommended in cases of complicated urinary tract infection (UTI), bacteremia, or other
serious infectious conditions with a non-urinary focus and should only be used when
the causative germ is E. coli, since K. pneumoniae and other Gram-negative causes of the
condition are frequent carriers of fosA hydrolase that inactivates the drug. However, in the
context of the prevalence of MDR germs, its use has increased, especially in combination
with other drugs [61].

Colistin, with a known nephrotoxic potential and a narrow therapeutic index, was
formerly recommended in antibiotic therapy association schemes to treat carbapenemase-
producing GNB or Pseudomonas aeruginosa MDR, but the availability of the new BL-BLI
and the growing increase in resistance to colistin due to its use in recent years have
contributed to this practice being advised against. Currently, colistin is practically relegated
to the treatment of Acinetobacter baumannii infections and for those cases of resistance or
intolerance to the new BL-BLI [62].

Cotrimoxazole plays a key role in UTIs (complicated or not), both those caused by
ESBL-producing enterobacteriaceae and those resistant to carbapenems. It loses its useful-
ness against Pseudomonas aeruginosa but recovers it against Stenotrophomonas maltophilia,
against which it is one of the treatments of choice [63]. However, as with colistin, the
use of alternatives, such as cefiderocol or the combination of ceftazidime/avibactam with
aztreonam, is infrequently indicated in our ICU [64].

Tigecycline has broad-spectrum activity that makes it an attractive option for MDR
infection [65]. However, it has been reported that it can lead to treatment failure in some
contexts if used as monotherapy, as it is a bacteriostatic antibiotic [66].

Therefore, these alternatives should not generally be recommended for current em-
pirical use nor, in the context of septic shock, in environments with a high proportion of
MDR.

In terms of GPB—although in our environment, despite the global increase in in-
fections caused by Staphylococcus aureus, there is a decrease in the percentage of serious
infections caused by MRSA—it should be recalled that in the United States alone, GPB are
responsible for more deaths than emphysematous disease, Parkinson’s disease (antimicro-
bial resistance surveillance in Europe, 2021–2023 data; Stockholm: European Center for
Disease Prevention and Control and World Health Organization, 2023), HIV/AIDS, and
homicides combined [67]. In the treatment of these infections, it is also worth mentioning
the role of TMP-SMX (a cheap and desirable drug for sequential treatment) as well as that
of rifampicin and clindamycin. None of them are presented as the drug of choice compared
to more effective alternatives such as vancomycin, linezolid, and daptomycin.
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TMP-SMX only seems to be recommended for infections that require a long treatment
time (bacteremia and nosocomial pneumonia) and once the susceptibility of the germ to it
has been demonstrated [68].

Rifampicin and clindamycin are only recommended as part of a combination regimen,
in association with first-line treatment, in certain conditions such as osteomyelitis, necrotiz-
ing pneumonia, meningitis, and, especially, in the case of rifampicin, endocarditis on the
prosthetic valve, due to the potential greater eradication effect of rifampicin on prosthetic
material [69].

Finally, it is worth noting the potential role of quinupristin-dalfopristin in the alter-
native treatment of infections caused by E. faecium when this germ presents resistance to
vancomycin, linezolid, and daptomycin [59].

8. What I Need to Know about New Antibiotics

The 10 antibiotics by 2020 initiatives offered by the Obama administration, facilitating
patents on new antimicrobials, have allowed us to witness, in recent years, the emergence
of new antibiotics that have improved the arsenal available for the treatment of MDRs and
whose judicious use places greater value on the existence of AMS programs [70].

A comprehensive review of new antibiotics is beyond the scope of this review, and
there are very good reviews, both specific and generic, in the literature [71,72]. For this
reason, and before going into more specific recommended guidelines, we will briefly
review some of the characteristics of the new antibiotics. We will expand a little more on
ceftazidime/avibactam, due to the already existing clinical experience and ceftazidime/
avibactam’s profile for empirical treatment in the context of multidrug resistance. In
addition, more briefly, we will make some interesting considerations about ceftolozane/
tazobactam and cefiderocol.

Table 1 shows the new and most important treatments already on the market or about
to be marketed and some of their key characteristics, such as dose and spectrum of action.

Table 1. The new antibiotics: dosage, indication, and spectrum.

Drug Usual Dosing Regimen in
Sepsis Indication Activity > 80%

Ceftaroline 600 mg q8 h IV CAP, cSSTI MRSA

Ceftobiprole 500 mg q8 h IV HAP, CAP MRSA

Ceftazidime/avibactam 1 2 g/0.5 g q8 h IV BSI, HAP, VAP, cIAI, UTI ESBL, Amp C, KPC

Ceftolozane/tazobactam 2 1.5 g q8 h/3 g q8 h (VAP) IV BSI, UTI, cIAI, HAP, VAP ESBL, Amp C

Aztreonam/avibactam 3

(ATM/AVI)

6500 mg ATM/2000 mg AVI
q24 h on day 1 followed by

6000 mg ATM/2000 mg AVI
q24 h IV

HAP, VAP, BSI, UTI, cSSTI,
cIAI, BSI

ESBL, Amp C, KPC,
Metallo-β, Stenotrophomonas

Meropenem/vaborbactam 2 g/2 g q8 h IV UTI, cIAI, HAP, VAP ESBL, Amp C, KPC

Cefiderocol 2 g q8 h IV BSI, HAP, VAP, cIAI, UTI
ESBL, Amp C, KPC,
Metallo-β, OXA-48,

Pseudomonas, Stenotrophomonas

Imipenem/relebactam 4 500 mg/250 mg q6 h IV BSI, HAP, VAP, cIAI, UTI ESBL, Amp C, KPC,
Pseudomonas

Eravacycline 1 mg/kg q12 h IV cIAI
ESBL, Amp C, KPC,
Metallo-β, OXA-48,

Acinetobacter, Stenotrophomonas

Plazomicin 5 15 mg/kg q24 h IV In combination for BSI, UTI,
HAP, VAP ESBL, Amp C, KPC, OXA-48

Tedizolid 200 mg q24 h IV, oral cSSTI, HAP MRSA
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Table 1. Cont.

Drug Usual Dosing Regimen in
Sepsis Indication Activity > 80%

Cefepime/taniborbactam 6 2 g/0.5 g q8 h IV UTI, HAP, VAP ESBL, Amp C, KPC, OXA-48,
Stenotrophomonas

Cefepime/enmetazobactam 2 g/0.5 g (phase 3 studies) UTI; phase 3 studies ESBL, Amp C, KPC, OXA-48

Cefepime/zidebactam 7 2 g/0.5 g (phase 3 studies) phase 3 studies ESBL, Amp C, KPC, OXA-48,
Acinetobacter, Stenotrophomonas

Temocilin 2 g/8 h IV (phase 3 studies) phase 3 studies ESBL, Amp C, KPC

CAP: community-acquired pneumonia; cSSTI: complicated skin and soft tissue infections; BSI: bloodstream
infection; HAP: hospital-acquired pneumonia; VAP: ventilator-associated pneumonia; cIAI: complicated intra-
abdominal infection; and UTI: urinary tract infection. MRSA: methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus; ESBL:
extended-spectrum beta-lactamase; KPC: Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase; activity 30–80%: Metallo-β: 5, 6,
7; OXA-48: 3, 4; Pseudomonas: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7; Acinetobacter: 7; and Stenotrophomonas: 2.

8.1. Ceftazidime/Avibactam

Ceftazidime/avibactam is a combination of an existing cephalosporin, ceftazidime
(inhibitor of bacterial cell wall synthesis, which causes cell death), and a new inhibitor of
non-ß-lactam ß-lactamase, avibactam (inactivator of certain beta-lactamases by covalent
acylation of beta-lactamases and which does not, per se, possess antibacterial properties).
The addition of avibactam restores the in vitro activity of ceftazidime against a signifi-
cant number of beta-lactamases, including class A enzymes of the Ambler classification
(ESBL and K. pneumoniae carbapenemases (KPCs)), class C enzymes (Amp C), and certain
class D enzymes (OXA-48 carbapenemases). It does not exhibit activity in the presence of
class B enzymes (metallo-ß-lactamases) [73]. Therefore, it has the spectrum of antipseu-
domonic actions of ceftazidime and is active against other GNB, in general, and against
Enterobacterales, in particular. However, it does not show activity against Acinetobacter,
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, or anaerobes (thus, it is worth recalling that an anaerobicide
antibiotic must be associated with intra-abdominal infection). The antibiotic is registered by
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) to
treat complicated intra-abdominal infections, complicated urinary tract infections, hospital-
acquired pneumonia, and pneumonia associated with mechanical ventilation [74].

The efficacy of ceftazidime/avibactam is corroborated by significant clinical evidence,
and various societies and experts recommend its use as a first alternative in the targeted
treatment of infections caused by carbapenemase-producing enterobacteriaceae such as
OXA-48 or KPC as well as its alternative use as a single drug, or in association with other
drugs, in other situations related to Pseudomonas infection or carbapenemases other than
those mentioned above [64,75–77].

Real-world evidence is also indicative of favorable outcomes, even in MDR5 infec-
tions [78]. We will highlight the EZTEAM that included 569 patients in 11 countries, treated
in the first or second line with ceftazidime/avibactam, with all types of severe infection, in
which 89.3% were resistant to carbapenems [79].

Regarding the importance of administering the drug early, use within 48 h after the
onset of infection has been associated with better clinical outcomes [80]. An example is
the study by Jorgensen et al., which included 203 patients with MDR infections, 117 of
whom were carbapenem-resistant Enterobacterales (CRE) or Pseudomonas [81]. Among
the 203 patients, 91 received ceftazidime/avibactam within 48 h of the onset of infection.
The clinical success rate when treatment was initiated within 48 h was 33.3% and failure
was 18.6%. Every 24 h delay in ceftazidime/avibactam worsened outcomes significantly,
whereas the regression model for clinical failure showed that ceftazidime/avibactam
administered within 48 h of culture collection was protective (OR: 0.409).

Our group participated in another interesting study to assess the possible advan-
tages of ceftazidime/avibactam in empirical treatment [82]. In this retrospective study of
339 patients, treatment with ceftazidime/avibactam in OXA-48 and KPC carbapenemase-
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producing infections was compared with the best available therapy that included carbapen-
ems with tigecycline, colistin, or fosfomycin, among others. We observed that treatment
with ceftazidime/avibactam was associated with longer survival. Interestingly, the most
severely ill patients had better outcomes with ceftazidime/avibactam than with monother-
apy.

Studies like these, along with other real-life studies, highlight the advantages of using
ceftazidime/avibactam in an early stage of sepsis and for the most severe patients. For
this reason, the Spanish consensus assesses severity with the Charlson scale, among others,
to make decisions on empirical antibiotic therapy and includes ceftazidime/avibactam
as one of the main antibiotics in empirical treatment, similar to meropenem, given cef-
tazidime/avibactam’s efficacy in these MDR scenarios, its very broad spectrum of action
with respect to MDR GNB, and its bactericidal and synergy capacity [24].

Regarding synergies, it is very interesting to analyze these in the context of nosocomial
infection in units with a high number of MDRs. The synergies of ceftazidime/avibactam
with meropenem, amikacin, aztreonam, colistin, or fosfomycin against multidrug-resistant
Klebsiella pneumoniae and Pseudomonas aeruginosa have been studied, resulting in benefi-
cial association, significantly reducing the bacterial load in logarithmic form and, in the case
of meropenem and aztreonam, restoring their activity against these microorganisms [83].
Therefore, the association of ceftazidime/avibactam and meropenem could make sense in
the presence of MDR microorganisms in patients with septic shock and high bacterial load.

8.2. Ceftolozane/Tazobactam

Ceftolozane/tazobactam is a new antibiotic composed of a new cephalosporin associ-
ated with tazobactam, a known β-lactamase inhibitor. Ceftolozane/tazobactam is active
against Pseudomonas aeruginosa MDR bacteria, including those resistant to carbapenems,
and against ESBL-producing enterobacteriaceae. However, it is not active in the case of
CRE. The drug is approved by the FDA and EMA for the treatment of intra-abdominal infec-
tions, complicated urinary tract infections, and hospital-acquired and ventilator-associated
bacterial pneumonia [84].

The lack of activity in the face of CRE limits ceftolozane/tazobactam’s empirical use
in some scenarios. However, when the focus of the suspicion of sepsis is nosocomial pneu-
monia, its empirical results are very good, and it can be recommended as an empirical treat-
ment in this situation [85]. Of particular note is the study by Timsit, a sub-study of the piv-
otal trial for the indication of pneumonia of ceftolozane/tazobactam (ASPECT), which com-
pared the efficacy, in terms of mortality, between a 3 g dose of ceftolozane/tazobactam and
meropenem against hospital-acquired pneumonia and ventilator-associated pneumonia.
The outcomes were significantly better for patients treated with ceftolozane/tazobactam, es-
pecially in the group of pneumonia requiring mechanical ventilation [86]. This is important,
considering that patients with hospital-acquired pneumonia who progress to respiratory
failure severe enough to require mechanical ventilation are considered to represent the
most clinically severe subtype with the worst outcomes.

Its real-life use in critically ill patients has also been validated in various types of
infections, especially in the context of Pseudomonas infection [87].

8.3. Cefiderocol

Cefiderocol is a catechol-type cephalosporin siderophore with very potent in vitro
activity against drug-resistant CRE and non-fermenting GNB. It uses the siderophore–iron
complex pathway to penetrate Gram-negative membranes through a mechanism that has
been compared to the well-known Trojan horse. Once inside the bacterium, cefiderocol
separates from iron and binds to penicillin-binding proteins to inhibit peptidoglycan
synthesis [88]. This antibiotic appears to be more stable against the hydrolysis of many
ß-lactamases and carbapenemases. Its spectrum of action—in principle, the broadest of
the antibiotics marketed for GNB, including multidrug-resistant antibiotics and especially
metallo-beta-lactamase producers—has led to high expectations for this drug [89]. However,
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in the ambitious phase 3 CREDIBLE-CR20 study comparing cefiderocol against the best
available treatment (chosen by the investigator, with a combination of up to three drugs) for
the treatment of severe infections caused by GNB MDR and CRE, the results were as follows:
similar clinical cure rates were obtained in both groups and mortality was numerically
higher in the subgroup of patients with Acinetobacter baumannii infection treated with
cefiderocol. However, this subgroup had a selection bias since these patients were more
frequently in shock in a significant way, bringing into question whether, for this reason, the
results were worse [90].

The antibiotic has been approved by the FDA and EMA for GNB infections when other
treatments might not work, and, in real life, the results with cefiderocol are very effective
against Acinetobacter-, Stenotrophomonas-, Pseudomonas-, and Enterobacterales-producing
carbapenemases [91].

9. Cutting-Edge Approaches to New Antibiotics
9.1. Sparing Carbapenems

The concept of sparing carbapenem aims to save this type of antibiotic and judiciously
use new drugs that can participate in this strategy, keeping in mind the appropriate infection
control and prevention measures within stewardship strategies [92].

Carbapenems are excellent antibiotics and a powerful weapon against drug-resistant
Gram-negative bacteria because of their broad spectrum, their bactericidal effect, and
their ability to circumvent many resistances. Their excessive use, in the absence of safe
alternatives to date, especially in empirical treatment when there is a risk of MDR, has
generated a problem of resistance to carbapenems, especially carbapenemases [93].

Intestinal colonization is the main reservoir of carbapenem-resistant GNB (CRE)
among critically ill patients, and intestinal translocation is associated with an increased risk
of developing CRE in successive infections. Not surprisingly, overuse of carbapenems is
one of the critical determinants for CRE acquisition and is associated with a higher rate
of superinfection compared to non-carbapenem treatments. With carbapenem treatment,
there is an increased risk of developing resistance due to the pressure carbapenems exert
on sensitive strains, providing resistant strains the opportunity to overcome them [94].

Among the strategies used to spare carbapenems, we will highlight the following [3]:

1. Assessing the indication for the use of carbapenems when there is no clear risk of
MDR;

2. Establishing in which patients piperacillin tazobactam may still play an important
role, even with the negative results of the MERINO trial [95];

3. Assessing the use of new beta-lactam antibiotics and new beta-lactamase inhibitors
with which there is already significant clinical experience as an alternative to car-
bapenems in the empirical treatment of patients in septic shock, especially if there is a
risk of MDR in the context of ESBL and CRE [77];

4. Assessing the combined use of alternatives based on non-beta-lactam drugs and old
antibiotics in some contexts [96];

5. Adjusting the duration of therapy with carbapenems. Recent data indicate that short-
term treatments (<10 days) for Enterobacterales do not worsen clinical outcomes [97];

6. Assessing the role of de-escalation following a rigorous microbiological control associ-
ated with a clinical assessment within stewardship to reduce the need for maintenance
over time during empirical therapies with carbapenems [98].

Preserving carbapenems—though carbapenems should still occupy a central place
in the antimicrobial therapy of critically ill patients—is vital for success in improving
outcomes in septic shock. The use of the new beta-lactams and beta-lactam inhibitors in
stewardship and de-escalation programs, taking into account the desire to spare carbapen-
ems, constitutes the best course of action in the present and, hopefully, the future, especially
in the contexts of the prevalence of difficult-to-treat pathogens such as ESBL and CRE and
resistance to Pseudomonas and Acinetobacter (Table 2) [27].
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Table 2. Antimicrobial activity spectrum chart.

ESBL
Pro-

ducer

Amp C
Pro-

ducer

KPC-Type
Producer

NDM-
Type

Producer

OXA-48-
like

Producer

Carbapenem-
Resistant

P.
aeruginosa

Carbapenem-
Resistant

A.
baumannii

S. mal-
tophilia

Colistin/polymixyn
Fosfomycin
Tigecycline

Ceftazidime/avibactam (1)
Ceftolozane/tazobactam (1) (1)

Imipenem/relebactam
Meropenem/vaborbactam (1) (1)
Cefepime/taniborbactam

Cefepime/enmetazobactam
Cefepime/zidebactam
Aztreonam/avibactam

Cefiderocol
Eravacycline
Plazomicin
Temocilin

Ampiciline-sulbactam

Color code: green, activity > 80%; orange, activity 30–80%; red, activity < 30%; and white, not evaluated/no data
found. ESBLs: extended-spectrum beta-lactamases; NDM: metallo-beta-lactamase New Delhi type; KPC: Klebsiella
pneumoniae carbapenemase; OXA-48-like: oxacillinases with D carbapenemase activity; and (1) the percentage of
activity of these antibiotics in these situations may vary slightly in one direction or another depending on the
series considered and the prevalence of resistant individuals in certain geographic regions.

9.2. Role of New Antibiotics in the Empirical Treatment of Nosocomial Sepsis and Septic Shock

Undoubtedly, the most difficult and controversial issues in the treatment of sepsis
include determining a personalized empirical antibiotic treatment and defining the role
played by new antibiotics in this empirical regimen [99].

Although targeted therapy against GNB is not without controversy either, today we
have several guidelines for targeted treatment against MDR germs (producers of ESBL
and/or carbapenems, difficult-to-treat Pseudomonas, or other problematic germs such as
Acinetobacter or Stenotrophomonas). These guidelines are very balanced and indicative and
have a very similar background, often based on up-to-date expert opinion, due to the
rapid emergence of new drugs and published evidence, or using a GRADE methodol-
ogy [64,75,76]. Beyond differences related to the positioning of particular drugs due to
contradictory trials and the role played in previous years by old antibiotics used for MDRs,
antibiotics are very clearly positioned, particularly those aforementioned drugs that have
been the subject of numerous publications and consistent clinical experience, such as cef-
tazidime/avibactam or ceftolozane/tazobactam. Meanwhile, newer molecules, such as
cefiderocol or carbapenems associated with beta-lactamase inhibitors, are treated conserva-
tively as we await real-life results. Together with specific guidelines and consensus on the
treatment of the main infectious syndromes associated with sepsis (hospital-acquired pneu-
monia, ventilator-associated pneumonia, secondary and tertiary peritonitis, bacteremia
associated with other infections, or urinary tract infection), these newer molecules can
provide very important cognitive aid when deciding on empirical therapy within an AMS
policy in scenarios of high severity and risk of death.

Before entering a discussion that specifically centers on empirical antibiotic treatment
in patients with septic shock of nosocomial origin, we must contextualize this with the
available evidence. This is a field in which there are several theoretical models, all sup-
ported by evidence but not all of the same quality, that are defended by legitimate and
elaborate rationales. We can divide these models into two categories determined by the
two consensuses referred to above. One is the more conservative French model, which
advocates reserving the use of new antibiotics in empirical treatment, and even not using
them, under the aegis of sparing carbapenems [100]. The other model is exemplified by the
Spanish consensus, which advocates the empirical use of new antibiotics for their efficacy
against MDR in the context of the pressing need to apply a correct treatment the first time,
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especially in the presence of risk factors related to the infection and patient [24]. In this area,
the balance oscillates between increasing the probability of employing the correct empirical
treatment and the generation of resistance associated with an overuse of the new antibiotics.
However, there are some common denominators in the literature and, specifically, between
these two French and Spanish consensus guides [24,100]:

1. In the case of septic shock, the use of new antibiotics is accepted in the empirical
study, especially in cases where there is a high local proportion of MDR and in those
carrying MDR germs in epidemiological surveillance cultures, especially if this is
rectal exudate;

2. Strategies such as rapid microbiological diagnosis, de-escalation, and shortening of
the duration of antibiotic treatment are strongly recommended in order to avoid the
side effects associated with overuse of antibiotics, regardless of the broad-spectrum
regimen chosen.

It seems to be demonstrated that there is an overuse of antibiotics in this scenario
of intensive care and sepsis, since there is a significant percentage of patients for whom
broad-spectrum antibiotics are prescribed and infection is not demonstrated. In addition,
empirical guidelines are often maintained over time, either due to the lack of rapid tests or
the absence of an AMS that questions treatments on a daily basis [94].

This overuse has its consequences. We will point out some of the main ones or those
in which there is currently the greatest interest:

1. Affecting the patient’s microbiota, selecting MDR germs, and destroying the usual
flora necessary for vital functions, including those related to digestion and homeostasis
in general [101];

2. Infection by Clostridium difficile [102];
3. Increased possibility of resistance to new antibiotics, which could be reserved for

more special situations when carbapenems fail [103].

The problem is that in many scenarios, carbapenems already have a high percentage
of resistance, higher than 20–25%. This is not generalizable, and there are geographical and
local differences, but it is very common [93].

What is a fact in all epidemiological studies in ICUs is the increased influence of GNB
MDR germs [77].

When it comes to deciding on an empirical therapy in this scenario of sepsis and septic
shock, as we have already discussed, it is important to acknowledge that, although it is
a continuum, they are two different entities. There is a reasonable consensus that, in the
context of sepsis that occurs without shock, it is possible to wait a few hours to decide on
the best treatment, to confirm that you have an infection, to obtain the relevant cultures,
and to choose reasonable antibiotics which, of course, can also include carbapenems and
new antibiotics [77]. The range of antibiotic selection in this case is wider and the need for
breadth of coverage may be lower. The same guidelines of the SSC indicate the need to
provide coverage against MRSA or coverage with two antipseudomonic drugs, although,
in the absence of shock, it may be considered not to cover MRSA and to prescribe a single
antipseudomonic [22].

However, all this changes in two scenarios:

1. In patients with shock and severe comorbidities;
2. In patients with significant risk factors for MDR germs, colonized by MDR, or admit-

ted to a unit with a high percentage of resistance (the threshold of which is considered
to be 20%).

In patients with shock and/or a context of high probability of infection by an MDR
microorganism or colonized by an MDR, there is consensus on choosing an empirical
treatment that covers, depending on the focus of suspicion, all possible germs that may have
caused the condition, including those probable MDR germs, with the highest probability of
success and administered in the most optimal possible doses and form [100].
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For this reason, and depending on the context, the empirical antibiotic regimen should
include in the treatment [104]

1. Coverage against MRSA, in general, and against enterococcus if it occurs in the context
of intra-abdominal infection;

2. Hedging against GNB, especially difficult-to-treat Pseudomonas and MDR GNB, in
general (ESBL producers and carbapenems, in particular), using at least two drugs
during the first 48 h;

3. Assessing the need for an antifungal, especially in intra-abdominal infection with risk
factors for invasive candidiasis.

10. Recommendations for Empiric Antibiotic Treatment of Patients in Septic Shock
10.1. Preliminary Considerations

When choosing the empirical guideline in each scenario, to try to personalize the
treatment, we must consider the puzzle of Pea and Viale [105]. The antibiotic treatment of
critically ill patients is like a children’s puzzle composed of several pieces that are combined
to promote clinical cure and the prevention of the development of resistance: the antibiotic
and/or antifungal and its properties, the site of infection, the pathogen responsible and its
susceptibility to treatment (MIC), and the patient’s pathophysiology (Figure 1).
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The empirical guidelines will be greatly influenced by the suspicion of the focus of
infection, since this can vary with, e.g., pneumonia or an intra-abdominal infection.

In relation to the importance of reducing the bacterial load, it is interesting to know
how the bacterial load affects the effect of antibiotics, recalling that when the bacterial
load is very high, ceftazidime/avibactam may be the least affected in this context [106,107].
Finally, an important process, as Bassetti and Montravers point out, is to assess the local
prevalence of MDR infections [96]. If the percentage of resistance to carbapenems is greater
than 20%, an empiric antibiotic treatment strategy using new antibiotics would make
sense, even in cases of sepsis and not only in septic shock. This should be applied, again,
depending on the focus of infection.
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Therefore, decision making regarding the initial empiric antibiotic treatment of patients
in septic shock should consider the following premises:

1. The bacterial load at the focus of infection will usually be high. The higher the bacterial
load in the focus of infection, the higher the concentration of antibiotic needed to
inhibit the growth of the microorganism and the greater the probability of selecting
resistant mutants if the administered dose is not sufficient. The antibiotic exposure
required to suppress the emergence of resistance should be maintained above the
mutant selection window. Control of the outbreak via surgery or drainage is essential
to decrease the bacterial load when possible.

2. As we do not know the microorganisms causing the infection or their patterns of
antibiotic susceptibility, we can be guided by the suspected outbreak or guided by
surveillance cultures, especially rectal exudate within the previous 48–72 h [99].

3. The local ecology of MDR bacteria influences the decision. A high percentage of resis-
tance to carbapenems makes it necessary to consider the use of new antibiotics [77].

4. Empiric treatment should be active against all potentially involved microorganisms
and, whenever possible, should contain a β-lactam antibiotic for its efficacy, spectrum,
and bactericidal effect. Among the β-lactam antibiotics currently available, the most
recommended for any outbreak, due to their antibacterial spectrum and probability of
reaching the optimal target of Pk/Pd against MDR GNB, are ceftazidime/avibactam
and meropenem. Depending on the focus of infection and colonization, personaliza-
tion may be necessary and alternatives may exist: for example, in hospital-acquired
pneumonia, we could include ceftolozane/tazobactam, and if the patient is colonized
by metallo-beta-lactamase-producing germs or Stenotrophomonases, we could include
cefiderocol [77].

5. The pharmacokinetics of antibiotic administration in sepsis will be drastically influ-
enced by the inherent characteristics of the critically ill patient [108].

6. A patient in shock is at risk of irreversible damage, so it is urgent to reduce the
bacterial load and control the immune response, while offering organ support.

7. Initial empirical therapy for patients in septic shock with pneumonia should be with
two antibiotics and be based on risk factors for MDR pathogens discussed above, with
an initial approach based on broad-spectrum therapy, followed by a reduction if MDR
pathogens are ruled out in cultures [109].

8. Complicated intra-abdominal infection is usually polymicrobial, often with the in-
tervention of GNB, anaerobes, and enterococci. Initial empiric therapy of patients in
septic shock in this setting should include beta-lactam with a beta-lactamase inhibitor
or carbapenem as well as coverage for anaerobes if beta-lactam does not cover them,
coverage for enterococcus if the infection is nosocomial, and, in some patients with
risk factors, additional initial coverage should be added for Candida species other than
C. albicans. In this situation, it is key to control the outbreak, obtain quality samples,
and process them quickly [110].

9. Daptomycin, linezolid, tedizolid, or vancomycin can be used against GPB. The choice
depends on the location of the infection, renal function, and the need to use other
nephrotoxic drugs simultaneously. It should be recalled that daptomycin does not
show activity in the pulmonary focus [111].

10. Fungal infection accounts for 5% of sepsis. It is most commonly due to Candida
spp. and can be predicted by specific scores such as the Candida Score as well as by
epidemiological data, microbiological data, and biomarkers. Risk factors overlap with
those of other causes of sepsis in the ICU. Preventive and empirical therapy is often
necessary, and echinocandins are preferred for Candida, but some strains are becoming
resistant so, in some scenarios, such as intra-abdominal infection or cases that are
difficult to treat, liposomal amphotericin B may be a suitable alternative [112,113].

11. Appropriate cultures should always be obtained, depending on the focus of infection
(blood cultures, rectal exudate, or other surveillance cultures, depending on the
context), before the start or shortly after the initial empiric antibiotic treatment. The
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alarm, e.g., the sepsis code, should be triggered to ensure that samples are processed
with rapid microbiological identification systems and, if possible, the microbiologist
on duty should be alerted and interacted with [28].

12. After the first 24–48 h, the treatment should be re-evaluated in the context of a decrease
in bacterial load and clinical improvement. Rapid diagnostic techniques will have
allowed us to assess the absence or presence of ESBL-producing enterobacteriaceae or
carbapenemases, resistant P. aeruginosa, MRSA, as well as a low value of β-D-glucan
or its positivity, which will allow us to narrow the antibiotic spectrum or suggest a
need to change treatment [114].

13. Short-term treatments should be attempted. Biomarkers such as procalcitonin (PCT)
can help us in the application of short antibiotic treatment regimens [115].

10.2. Individualization of Antibiotic Treatment in Critically Ill Patients

Although the main challenges, in this context of the high prevalence of resistant strains,
are to avoid delaying diagnosis through the rapid identification of microorganisms and
their sensitivity patterns, adequate treatment is complicated by the peculiarities of the most
severely ill patients who present alterations in their extracellular volume, renal function,
and immunity, among other symptoms. In this way, the severity of their condition not only
produces a higher mortality rate per se, but also affects the clinical response to antimicrobial
treatment. If we add to this the controversies regarding the available evidence in other
aspects of antimicrobial treatment, such as the use of combination therapies, the duration
of treatment, the difficulty of de-escalation, and the existing means in each workplace with
respect to clinical, laboratory, and organizational tools, there will undoubtedly not be one
size that fits all, and a good place to start will be personalizing the treatment to the clinical
circumstances and microbiological data of each patient and each center [116].

What would it consist of, then, to individualize antibiotic treatment in critically ill
patients in order to achieve maximum effectiveness?

“Optimization” is looking for the best way to perform an activity or improve the
performance of something.

“Effectiveness” is defined as the ability to achieve the desired or expected effect.
To “individualize” is to attribute to someone or something characteristics that differ-

entiate them from others.
As our main initial goal must be the rapid elimination of the pathogen, achieving the

maximum efficacy of antibiotic treatment in each patient becomes our priority. Although
the literature often speaks in terms of antibiotic coverage, there is emerging evidence to
suggest that the in vitro sensitivity of the microorganism to the antibiotic is critical and that
knowing this sensitivity is not enough to achieve the best results. Therefore, fixed regimens,
independent of the site of infection and the pathophysiological conditions of the patients,
may not obtain the expected results and may be ineffective. To this end, we will distinguish,
as proposed by different authors, these different levels of success in Figure 2 [117,118].

(a) Appropriate: defined by in vitro susceptibility to the causative pathogen and early
administration of anti-infective treatment. That which is in line with published
consensus and guidelines is also considered appropriate.

(b) Adequate: in addition to the “appropriate” characteristics, the level of success is
considered adequate if pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic strategies are applied
and taken into account, such as shorter administration intervals, assessment of physic-
ochemical characteristics in the approach to the different sites of infection, monitoring
of levels, avoiding interactions, etc.

(c) Optimal: in addition to the “appropriate and adequate” characteristics, this level
of success consists of administering a dose that allows penetration into the site of
infection at an effective concentration for the eradication of the infection.
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In critically ill patients, the probability of obtaining insufficient concentrations of the
drug for microorganisms that are sensitive in vitro, but with an MIC very close to the cut-
off limit, sometimes causes no efficacy to be observed in vivo, thus leading to therapeutic
failure and the emergence of resistance. It is difficult to achieve optimal antibiotic treatment
regimens in critically ill patients without significantly changing dosage [39,105].

10.3. Early Antibiotic Treatment in Patients in Septic Shock

The current standard of antibiotic treatment for critically ill patients is based on early
treatment and involves the administration of antibiotics in less than an hour in the most
severely ill patients or those presenting with septic shock [22].

Although most of the available data are not extracted from clinical trials, due to the
obvious ethical difficulties in being able to randomize the delay of antibiotic treatment,
since the publication in 2006 of the classic retrospective observational study (in which
Kumar showed that among 2154 patients with septic shock, for every hour of delay in
antimicrobial therapy, there was an average decrease of 7.6% in survival), all guidelines
have strongly recommended this strategy of precocity [119].

Subsequent major observational studies have confirmed these results. One of them, a
multicenter and international study with data from 17,990 patients with septic shock re-
ceiving antibiotics, confirmed that delay in the administration of antibiotics was associated
with higher in-hospital mortality [120]. There was a linear increase in the risk of mortality
for each hour of delay in antibiotic administration from the first to the sixth hour after
patient identification in this study.

Recently, using the new definitions of sepsis, a study of 3035 patients demonstrated
that for patients with septic shock, the administration of broad-spectrum antibiotics within
1 h of sepsis recognition reduced in-hospital mortality. However, in patients with sepsis
without shock, the association between antibiotic administration within 1 h and in-hospital
mortality was not statistically significant. In linear regression models limited to patients
who received antibiotics within the first 3 h, patients with septic shock showed an increased
risk of mortality for each hour of delay in antibiotic administration, but no such trend was
observed in those without shock [121].
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It is true that doctors do not intentionally delay the administration of broad-spectrum
antibiotic treatment, but it is also true that there are difficulties in being able to make a
rapid diagnosis and that it can be difficult for us to recognize all high-risk patients. It is
often simpler for doctors to administer antibiotics earlier to those cases that are more severe,
with more comorbidities and clearer symptoms of infection [122]. In addition, there may be
operating habits in hospitals that can act as barriers to early antibiotic administration [123].

Barriers to early antibiotic administration:

• Lack of training;
• Lack of correct assessment of severity and delay in recognition of sepsis;
• Increased work;
• Transfer of the patient (to the operating room, to tests, etc.);
• Possibility of atypical manifestations, without fever or confusion;
• Delays due to other diagnostic tests and slow collection of microbiological samples;
• MDR germ infections and not recognizing MDR risk factors;
• Waiting to carry out blood cultures before providing the antibiotic;
• Very importantly, failing to recognize that providing an inappropriate antibiotic is

like giving none or even worse. Appropriate antibiotics should not be delayed by
inappropriate administration;

• Not specifying the order in which antibiotics are administered and what the broad-
spectrum “key” antibiotic is;

• Needing to obtain authorization for the prescription, either from another specialist, the
head of the infectious diseases department, or the pharmacy, before starting treatment.

Approach to avoid delays in antibiotic administration:

• The presence of hypotension in a patient with suspected infection should be considered
septic shock in the absence of an alternative explanation;

• Failure to transfer or transport the patient before antibiotic treatment has been admin-
istered;

• If an antibiotic is requested in these situations, it must be ensured that it is administered
immediately (it has been reported that the delay from the time the treatment is written
to the time it is administered can be up to 3 h on average);

• Combination regimens should be administered with the key antibiotic (the broadest
spectrum) provided first;

• Promote education, training, and teamwork to reduce administration time.

Early antimicrobial therapy can have a negative impact in terms of toxicity and costs,
especially in less severe infections and sepsis without shock, and can contribute to a delay
in diagnosis in some initially uninfected patients, such as critically ill surgical patients, in
whom it is particularly difficult to distinguish between the effects of inflammatory response
due to surgery or other pathological circumstances and that due to infection.

Recently, more value has also been granted to the impact of antibiotic treatment in the
ICU on the microbiota, to the influence of dysbiosis on immunity and patient outcome, and
to strategies to maintain regular gut flora, but this is beyond the scope of this review.

The reality is that the literature on the association between time to antibiotic treatment
and mortality in sepsis is controversial, almost exclusively observational, and at high risk
of bias. Sources of bias include a lack of differentiation between sepsis and septic shock,
insufficient adjustment for potential confounders, and the combination of the high increases
in mortality associated with very long delays until disease occurs [124].

Recent meta-analyses have not been conclusive about the benefit of antibiotic treat-
ment, so strictly from the point of view of scientific evidence, it cannot be recommended
that antibiotic administration be extremely rapid, at least in sepsis; however, perhaps this
is not the case in septic shock [125]. Nevertheless, the fact that the antibiotic should be
administered in the first few hours is still mandatory in the recommendations of the SSC,
although it has led to criticism by the Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) re-
garding this precocity in patients without shock [126]. In the future, it may be necessary to
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clarify what the true definition of “early” is, what the time window is in which the admin-
istration of antibiotics is most effective in controlling the burden of infection, and how to
interpret the spectrum of severity, extreme urgency, and speed required for administration.
There appears to be a reasonably strong relationship between hourly antibiotics and septic
shock mortality but a less pronounced relationship for sepsis without shock. There are
pieces of data demonstrating that intervals of up to 90 min for antibiotic administration
in patients with sepsis without shock do not make a difference. It appears that the risk
of increased mortality in patients with non-shock sepsis increases at approximately 3–5 h
until antibiotics and thereafter, but data differentiating the precise impact from 3 to 5 h
intervals are few and imperfect. In the case of septic shock, although there are numerous
biases in most studies, and the linear relationship between delay and mortality is clearly a
statistical association and a product, among other things, of not using confounding factors
in the analysis, it does seem that precocity is more important [127].

With what has been said so far, perhaps a good place to start, at the present time,
would be continuing to administer antibiotics rapidly, for example, always within the first
3 h, as suggested by the IDSA in its criticism of the recommendation of administration in the
first hour of EFS. However, perhaps this should be carried out while attempting to acquire
a rapid diagnosis prior to administration (or, at least, to obtain early and profitable samples)
and to have sufficient time to reflect and consult, if necessary, on the best antimicrobial
regimen for each patient. In the most severe cases of septic shock, it is reasonable to expend
the maximum effort so that the optimal time for administration occurs before the third hour
and closer to the first hour since the rapid decrease in the bacterial load through control of
the focus of infection and since appropriate and early antibiotic treatment is key.

10.4. The Importance of Focus Control in Surgical Units

The management of infection in the ICUs of surgical patients presents its own chal-
lenges since, as in other settings, diagnosis is often problematic and multidrug resistance
and pharmacokinetic changes present challenges. The need to control the focus of infection,
either by surgical and/or percutaneous procedure, adds complexity to the case [128].

Restoring anatomy and function is equally important and can be carried out in the
same operation, although sometimes the decision to perform it in this way is difficult.
As a rule of thumb, measures to control the focus of infection should not be delayed
except in those situations where demarcation of non-viable tissue is preferable, such as
in infected necrotic pancreatitis or in situations where the source of control is difficult
to access. Nowadays, there is a renewed interest in so-called damage control surgery in
intra-abdominal infection, which involves the initial control of the infection through an
abbreviated laparotomy and the use of an initial technique that leaves the laparotomy open
in a way that minimizes the risk of damage, facilitates the cleaning of the peritoneal cavity,
and decreases the risk of abdominal hyperpressure and compartment syndrome [129]. The
definitive anatomical reconstruction will be performed later, at 24–72 h. In this approach,
the choice of the temporary abdominal closure system seems to be important, with negative
pressure therapy being a common option as it produces fewer fistulas, fewer abscesses, and
a higher survival rate [129].

The SSC guidelines recommend identifying an anatomical source of infection that
may require control of the outbreak and resolving it as soon as possible from a logistical
and medical point of view. The approach should be individualized: imaging tests are
very important and should not be limited to the abdominal cavity [130]. There is no point
in delaying such control unless there are significant metabolic or coagulation alterations
or the patient is very unstable hemodynamically. The appropriate timing to control the
outbreak is a matter of debate, and one should adopt a multidisciplinary approach guided
by the severity of the infection, the speed of deterioration of the patient, the presumed
source of infection, and the pathophysiological state of the patient. There are pieces
of data indicating that in the most severe infections, controlling the focus of infection
produces better results when it is carried out between 2 and 6 h after diagnosis [131].
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Again, the stewardship concept, although applied on this occasion to the creation of teams
dedicated to the control of the focus with the availability of diagnostic and therapeutic
methods, including interventional radiology, 24 h a day, can help to select more appropriate
treatments and implement surgical strategies that improve outcomes in these patients [132].

Surgical infections, specifically abdominal infections, are the most complex among
nosocomial infections: they involve longer average stays, more patients in shock, and a
greater occurrence of renal failure with higher mortality. Their microbiological pattern is
usually polymicrobial with a non-negligible presence of fungi, difficulties in establishing the
pathogenic role of each of them and their contribution to the patient’s overall condition, and
a growing presence of multidrug-resistant organisms, especially carbapenemase-producing
organisms [110]. Inflammation associated with surgical trauma means that the traditional
criteria of systemic inflammatory response are present on a regular basis and are, there-
fore, of little use in the diagnosis of an infectious process, as are the analytical markers of
infection. Similarly, there is little use in measurements regarding leukocytosis, PCT value
(although an increase in the latter, doubling its initial value in the first 24 h after surgery, can
help to warn of a failure to control the focus of infection), or other signs, such as hypoten-
sion or oliguria, which may be related to postoperative complications of non-infectious
origin [133]. All of this complicates the decision-making process regarding whether or not
to start antibiotic treatment and with which drugs. In addition, if the patient’s serious
situation is prolonged, de-escalation will also be difficult. If excellent control is assumed,
antibiotic treatment of abdominal infection should be limited to 3–5 days. This seems to
be demonstrated in nosocomial infections, even in patients with APACHE > 10, with no
increase in relaparotomies or increases in mortality [134]. Therefore, clinical suspicion
continues to appear as the best weapon to monitor a possible failure in the control of the
focus of infection. Adding organ dysfunction parameters (SOFA score) could identify
patients who will require additional control of the focus of infection. Imaging techniques
such as ultrasound and CT are also very important here since they add the possibility of
percutaneous drainage of collections susceptible to organ dysfunction if qualified personnel
are available on a continuous basis [135].

Quantifying residual infection after controlling the focus of infection can help assess
the role certain interventions play and guide antibiotic therapy. For these purposes, residual
infection generally refers to the incomplete percutaneous drainage of an abscess or residual
necrotic material that cannot be debrided, and ongoing contamination refers to the source
of the infection (e.g., perforation that cannot be transformed into a fistula and continues to
drain into the abdominal cavity) [136].

10.5. Optimization of Antibiotic Treatment According to Kumar’s Hypothesis

Due to their relevance in the current conception of sepsis and their possible implica-
tions in the choice and administration of antibiotic therapy, we will dedicate a section to
commenting on Kumar’s theories [106].

After witnessing a decrease in mortality rates from infectious causes with the advent
of penicillin, the absolute mortality figures remain constant today despite the emergence
of new antimicrobials. This is due to a higher prevalence of resistant microorganisms,
a higher incidence of sepsis in older populations, and the existence of more aggressive
microorganisms [137].

Other supportive measures and treatments unrelated to antibiotics have been ques-
tioned following dozens of studies. Kumar’s hypothesis is that tested therapies have failed
because the disease process has not been properly interpreted [138]. The alternative patho-
physiological model proposed by Kumar suggests the substantial implication of bacterial
load as the main driver of organ dysfunction and proposes that bacterial load should,
therefore, guide the antibiotic regimen in sepsis. The key to improving outcomes may then
be to reduce this burden as soon as possible based on better administration of available
antibiotics and other strategies that aim at this end. Therefore, the early administration and
use of bactericides becomes fundamental in this model.
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The microbiological model of sepsis as well as the immunological model are not able to
fully explain the pathophysiology of the disease. This is understandable when we consider
a key element in the mortality of septic states, the concept of irreversible shock, which
suggests that shock, regardless of its etiology, can only be tolerated for a limited time and
that, once presented, it becomes irreversible, with inevitable progression to chronic critical
illness or death if not reversed in a short period of time. A parallel concept in resuscitation
is hemodynamic incoherence.

This concept is related to the golden hour demonstrated in traumatic hemorrhagic
shock but is applicable to various forms of critical injury.

A conceptual model that incorporates the key elements of this sepsis model must
consider the following:

• First, the understanding that there is a threshold at which, when reached, inflammatory
mediators will be associated with cellular dysfunction and tissue damage manifested
as septic shock and that this threshold may be variable among individuals: those
with poor cardiopulmonary reserve will go into shock earlier and at lower levels of
cellular dysfunction or tissue damage while young, healthy patients may require a
substantially higher degree of inflammation to reach the same shock threshold.

• Second, that the appearance of a new element, such as the presence of shock commonly
manifested as recurrent or persistent hypotension—especially if it manifests itself with
poor perfusion that does not recover and hemodynamic incoherence—in turn, places
patients on the path to irreversible organ damage. At some indeterminate point after
the onset of hypotension, depending on the degree of hypotension, the contributions
of its comorbidity, and the patient’s genotype, the patient will be at high risk of chronic
critical illness or death.

Due to genetic variations in the host and pathogen and the clinical variability of the
infection, the exact point at which sepsis becomes irreversible for each patient cannot be
known in advance today; yet, the progression will be similar for all patients who reach it.

Following Kumar’s model, the underlying focus in septic shock is the total microbial
load. The speed of achieving its reduction to a subcritical threshold after the onset of
infection will be of paramount importance in survival, thus minimizing the period in which
there are enough microorganisms to generate shock, limiting the risk of reaching a point
where recovery is no longer possible (Figures 3 and 4).
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This model suggests that septic shock and sepsis are two different entities rather
than a continuum of the same disease. The main difference between them lies in the time
available until the onset of irreversible and irreplaceable organ failure. The simple evidence
of observation, in both cases, of the clinical behaviors of hypotension, lactic acidosis, and
fatigue of compensatory responses, added to the large differences in mortality rate between
septic shock (greater than 40%) and sepsis (around 10%) invite us to think about these as
two conditions, according to Kumar, as different entities.

Thus, and according to this model, the relevant factors to consider for the clearance of
pathogens in septic shock are

1. Early antimicrobial therapy:

• Start antimicrobial therapy early;
• Use a loading dose.

2. Antimicrobial potency:

• Ensure bactericidal antimicrobial activity;
• Optimize pharmacokinetic indices;

- Time-dependent agents;
- Concentration-dependent agents;

• Use combination therapy with antibiotics that have different mechanisms of
action.

3. Supplementary therapies: focus control and resuscitation to ensure perfusion and
hemodynamic coherence.

10.6. Duration of Antibiotic Treatment within Stewardship Programs

Within stewardship programs, there are several reasons to try to shorten the duration
of antibiotic treatment. Alterations in the microbiota increase with each day of antibiotic
treatment. The consequences of this alteration are not well studied, but it could contribute
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to an increased risk of sepsis in the following months [139]. The increased incidence
of adverse events is also a cause for concern, including the emergence of antimicrobial
resistance, acute renal failure, or C. difficile infections. Each day that antibiotic treatment is
prolonged, the risk increases [140].

Regarding the early suspension of antibiotic treatment, we must take into account
two different situations. On the one hand, in patients with suspected infection but in
whom cultures extracted before the start of antibiotic treatment are negative or demonstrate
non-significant isolation, antibiotic treatment should be discontinued. In patients with
suspected ventilator-associated pneumonia but with negative bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL)
cultures, Raman et al. suggested early discontinuation of antibiotic treatment, finding no
difference in mortality (4 days of treatment vs. 9 days). Meanwhile, the appearance of
multidrug-resistant bacteria was clearly less frequent in the short-term treatment group
(7.5% vs. 35.7%) [141]. In critically ill patients with microbiological confirmation of infection,
there is evidence demonstrating the non-inferiority of short treatment regimens over long
treatment, mainly in nosocomial pneumonia and associated with mechanical ventilation
and postoperative intra-abdominal infection, with 7 days of antibiotic treatment being
sufficient in most cases [134]. A clinical trial carried out with patients with complicated
intra-abdominal infection (they were not exclusively critically ill patients) even showed
that the duration of antibiotic treatment could be safely reduced to 3–5 days, provided
that adequate control of the focus of infection was ensured [142]. In a study conducted in
hemodynamically stable patients with GNB bacteremia, Yahav et al. demonstrated non-
inferiority of a short treatment regimen of 8 days versus a long regimen of 14 days [143]. In
bacteremia not complicated by S. aureus, current recommendations continue to indicate
the need for 14 days of antibiotic treatment, but there is currently a clinical trial underway
comparing a duration of 7 days versus 14 days [144], and there are observational studies
that support the short regimen in patients with S. aureus bacteremia in the absence of
endocarditis, distant metastases, or the presence of prostheses [145].

Chastre et al. found no difference in mortality in short-term treatment in patients with
ventilator-associated pneumonia or in the rate of infection recurrence except in pneumonia
caused by P. aeruginosa, which was higher in the short-term treatment group [146]. Another
recent clinical trial, which was halted due to lack of patient recruitment, compared treat-
ment durations of 8 days versus 15 days in patients with ventilator-associated pneumonia
caused by P. aeruginosa. These researchers could not demonstrate the non-inferiority of
the short treatment regimen in terms of the primary outcome of lung infection recurrence
and mortality [147]. Despite these results, an optimal duration of antibiotic treatment of
7 days could be established, even in P. aeruginosa infections, as the potential benefit of pro-
longing antibiotic treatment is probably outweighed by the harms caused by unnecessary
prolongation of antibiotic treatment [148]. Patients admitted to the CCU due to COVID-
19 should probably make individualized decisions, and it may be necessary to prolong
antibiotic treatment in certain cases due to the very high rate of secondary infections and
recurrence [149].

The use of biomarkers can also help to shorten the duration of antibiotic treatment in
critically ill patients. PCT is a biomarker that increases mostly during bacterial infections
but also, to a lesser degree, in inflammatory response or surgical trauma [150,151]. Several
clinical trials have shown that the duration of PCT-adjusted antibiotic treatment can be
safely reduced in critically ill patients. The trials that included the most patients were
those conducted by Bouadma et al. and De Jong et al. Bouadma et al. demonstrated that
patients had more antibiotic-free days in the PCT group, in which antibiotic treatment
was discontinued when PCT levels were less than 0.5 ng/mL or had been reduced by at
least 80% of the peak concentration [152]. De Jong et al. demonstrated, in 1575 critically
ill patients, that the use of the same protocol was able to reduce the mean duration of
antibiotic treatment to 5 days compared to 7 days in the control group and even found a
reduction in mortality at 28 days [153]. An observational study showed that in critically ill
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post-surgical patients with secondary peritonitis, the PCT-based algorithm could be useful
to shorten the duration of antibiotic treatment (5.1 days vs. 10.2) [133].

It has recently been suggested that calprotectin may be superior to procalcitonin as a
biomarker in sepsis and as an indicator of the need for intensive care in these patients [154,155].

Our general recommendation for the duration of antibiotic treatment in critically ill
patients is 7 days, which could be further reduced by directing treatment with PCT. In
the case of intra-abdominal infection, with adequate control of the focus of infection, the
duration could be 5–7 days [156].

10.7. Tools for Making Sound Decisions

Among the tools available to improve the care of critically ill, infected patients are
cognitive aids, the paradigmatic example of which are published antibiotic treatment
guidelines. We will highlight two of these: the Mensa guide and the Sanford guide.

The Antimicrobial Therapeutics Guide (Mensa) (Mensa Guide—Apps on Google Play)
is the most widely used guide in Spain, with more than 20 editions. It is very intuitive,
complete, and easy to use. Among the advantages we found, the following stand out,
among others:

• Annual update;
• Provides local epidemiology data (in Spain, with our frequent germs and our resis-

tances);
• Characteristics of antimicrobials;
• Dosing of antimicrobials in special situations;
• Treatment of infections caused by specific microorganisms.

The guide is available in an electronic app that even provides dose adjustment based on
pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic, and MIC parameters. It is only available in Spanish.

The Sanford Guide to Antimicrobial Therapy (Sanford) (Apps on Google Play) is like
the “Mensa Guide” in aspects such as the annual update (more than 40 editions) and its
availability in a marketed app, but with notable differences:

• It is a guide made in the USA, available in English;
• Epidemiology contains data from the United States.

The biggest difference is in searching for information as the Sanford guide uses tables.

11. Executive Summary for the Individualization of Antibiotic Treatment in Critically
Ill Patients

Different studies confirm the relationship between delay in initiating appropriate
antibiotic treatment and mortality [97,119]. In GNB infections, inappropriate antibiotic
treatment increased the risk of mortality by almost four times [157]. In addition, the need to
quickly determine correct antibiotic treatment is extremely important in patients with sepsis
or septic shock for whom, even with adequate antibiotic treatment, mortality can reach
between 27% and 40% in patients with multiple comorbidities and a functional reserve
limited by their frailty and in patients with some degree of immunosuppression [158].
Despite the importance of these data, the reality is that the rate of inappropriate antibiotic
treatment remains, according to Vázquez-Guillamet et al., at almost 30% of patients with
sepsis or septic shock, and, according to these authors, the number of patients required for
appropriate antimicrobial treatment to save a life would be five [159]. The most important
factor that predisposes a patient to inappropriate antibiotic treatment is infection with MDR
microorganisms [157].

Knowledge of local epidemiology is essential to initiate appropriate empirical treat-
ment. Knowing the total rate of carbapenem resistance of GNB with epidemiological
importance in each service and hospital can be used as an indicator of risk for the patient of
the presence of colonization or infection by these microorganisms. As previously discussed,
a threshold of 10–20% resistance to carbapenems is considered sufficient to initiate active
antimicrobial treatment with new antimicrobials like sparingly used carbapenems. They
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can also be used if the incidence of resistance is less than 10–20% because they are very
good antibiotics per se [96].

Most hospital-acquired infections are infections that originate from the endogenous
microbiota of the mucosal surfaces via translocation or invasion of the predominant mi-
croorganisms, depending on the density of the bacterial population. Therefore, knowing
the colonizing flora and their pattern of antimicrobial susceptibility may be important in
the choice of initial empirical treatment. For all these reasons, it would seem reasonable
to perform surveillance cultures upon admission to the ICU and subsequently one to two
times a week, although changes in the composition of the microbiota before the sepsis
episode occurs cannot be ruled out. An alternative strategy is to obtain a semi-quantitative
rectal, pharyngeal, and nasal mucosal smear at the time of sepsis.

It is also important to assess the site of infection. In patients with risk factors for
carbapenem-resistant GNB, the use of new antibiotics should be considered when the
clinical efficacy of possible alternatives is expected to be suboptimal, as is the case with
polymyxins and/or aminoglycosides in patients with pneumonia [160,161].

However, decision making about the use of active empirical treatment versus CRE
can be difficult for the clinician. Scales have been published and validated to predict
the individual risk of developing bacteremia in patients colonized by these microorgan-
isms [162–165]. These scales have their limitations, in the sense that they are validated in
an epidemiological setting with a specific group of patients and they cannot necessarily be
reproduced in different clinical situations, leading to a high negative predictive value but a
limited positive predictive value.

In any case, it is crucial to initiate early empirical antibiotic treatment in which there is
no margin for error in those patients with nosocomial infection and septic shock, in patients
with sepsis and a low functional reserve due to their frailty, or in immunosuppressed
patients. For these types of patients and for those in whom—due to the local ecology,
individual history of colonization, previous infection, and risk factors for CRE such as the
presence of multiple comorbidities, the best option would be to initiate an active empirical
treatment against CRE (within 24–36 h and using the information obtained from the
cultures) [166]—a definitive empiric or targeted treatment could be decided, unnecessary
overuse of these antibiotics could be avoided.

We need antibiotics that are active against as many GNB as possible implicated in
carbapenem resistance. Depending on the focus of infection, we should add antimicrobials
with activity against GPB (daptomycin, linezolid, and vancomycin) and anaerobes, as in the
case of intra-abdominal infection (tigecycline or metronidazole) [167]. Figure 5 graphically
summarizes the possible factors that determine the choice of new antibiotics in empirical
and focused antimicrobial treatment against carbapenem-resistant GNB in nosocomial
infection.

Bearing in mind that, until very recently, we did not have antimicrobial options against
this type of infection that were completely effective and well tolerated, it is necessary to
optimize the use of new antibiotics by guaranteeing the best available treatment to patients
while delaying the emergence and spread of resistance.
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BP Breakpoint
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RCT Randomized controlled trial
PI vs. SI Prolonged infusion (PI) vs. short infusion (SI)
ATS American Thoracic Society
CDC Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
ESCMID European Society of Clinical and Infectious Diseases
BL-BLI Beta-lactams with beta-lactamase inhibitor
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ESBL Extended-spectrum beta-lactamase
UTI Urinary tract infection
GPB Gram-positive bacteria
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